Toyota 5vz fe engine

An The compression ratio rating is 9. The crankshaft is supported by four bearings inside the
crankcase. These bearings are made of copper and lead alloy. The crankshaft is integrated with
semi 9 counterweights for balance. Oil holes are placed in the center of the crankshaft for
supplying oil to the connecting rods, pistons and other components. Crankshaft main journal
diameter is Pistons are made of high temperatureâ€”resistant aluminum alloy, and depression
is built into the piston head to prevent interference with the valves. Piston pins are the
fullâ€”floating type, with the pins fastened to neither the piston boss nor the connecting rods.
Each piston is equipped with two compressions and one oil control rings. The top compression
ring is made of steel and the second compression ring is made of cast iron. The oil ring is made
of a combination of steel and stainless steel. The outer diameter of each piston ring is slightly
larger than the diameter of the piston and the flexibility of the rings allows them to a hub the
cylinder walls when they are mounted on the piston. Bore is The cylinder heads are made of
aluminum alloy, with a cross-flow type intake and exhaust layout and with pentâ€”roof type
combustion chambers. The spark plugs are located in the center of the combustion chambers.
The intake camshafts are driven by a single timing belt, and a gear on the intake camshaft
engages with a gear on the exhaust camshaft to drive it. The camshaft journal is supported at
five intake or four exhaust places between the valve lifters of each cylinder and on the front end
of the cylinder head. The intake valves are Exhaust and intake valves are equipped with
irregular pitch springs made of special valve spring carbon steel which are capable of
functioning no matter what the engine speed. Adjustment of the valve clearance is done by
means of an outer shim type system, in which valve adjusting shims are located above the valve
lifters. This permits the replacement of the shims without removal of the camshafts. Calculate
the thickness of the new adjusting valve shim so valve clearance comes within specified values.
Valve shims are available in 17 sizes to range from 2. We try to use verified sources and official
documentation, however, differences between sources or errors in entering information may
occur. We do not provide advice on technical issues related to the engines operation or repair.
We do not recommend using provided information for engines repairing engines or spare parts
ordering, use only official service manuals and spare-parts catalogs. Need 3vz camshaft intake
one of Toyota camry v6 or 3,0 liter or 3vz docch I need this as soon as possible. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Contact As. Dear visitors, this site is not a
trading platform, an official dealer or a spare parts supplier, so we do not have any price lists or
spare parts catalogs. We are an information portal and provide the technical specifications of
gasoline and diesel engines. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to
improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are as essential
for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help
us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your
browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
Necessary Necessary. With filter change 4. Idle speed: More than 29 kPa 0. The engine was
producted on Toyota Motor Manufacturing Alabama. The cylinder bore is Compression ratio
rating is 9. The crankshaft is supported by 4 bearings. The 5VZ-FE engine has a cast-iron
crankshaft. The crankshaft is integrated with 5 counterbalance weights, for the LandCruiser
Prado Series the crankshaft has nine counterbalance weights and a dual-mode damper.
Crankshaft main journal diameter is The engine used forged, sintered connecting rods and
aluminum pistons with full-floating type piston pins. Each piston is equipped with two
compressions and one oil control rings. The cylinder head is made of aluminum alloy. The
intake camshafts are driven by a belt and the exhaust camshafts are driven by gears off the
intake camshafts. The stock size of fuel injectors is cm 2 per minute. Calculate the thickness of
new adjusting valve shim so valve clearance comes within specified values. Valve shims are
available in 17 sizes to range from 2. We try to use verified sources and official documentation,
however, differences between sources or errors in entering information may occur. We do not
provide advice on technical issues related to the engines operation or repair. We do not
recommend using provided information for engines repairing engines or spare parts ordering,
use only official service manuals and spare-parts catalogs. The oil capacity has mentioned is
wrong. The oil capacity of 5vz-fe is 5. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Contact

As. Dear visitors, this site is not a trading platform, an official dealer or a spare parts supplier,
so we do not have any price lists or spare parts catalogs. We are an information portal and
provide the technical specifications of gasoline and diesel engines. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are as essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. With filter change 5. Idle speed: More than 29 kPa
0. The 3. This engine was developed for Toyota SUVs and off-road vehicles specifically. The
cast iron cylinder block is from the 3VZ-FE, but it has a bigger bore size for increasing
displacement from 3. The engine has a V-shaped configuration with a degree cylinders angle.
Larger bore size required new pistons to achieve a compression ratio of 9. At the top of each
cylinder block, aluminum DOHC cylinder heads were installed with four valves per cylinder.
They are the same as the 3VZ-FE heads, but with slight modifications. Camshafts specs of both
engines are different. Camshafts are driven by timing belt. The engine got a new intake manifold
with longer runners, which also helps to produce maximum torque at low and middle engine
speed. The fuel injection system was modified; engineers used a sequential multiport fuel
injection SFI. The 5VZ-FE also got a new ignition system. The exhaust manifolds were optimized
to produce more torque as well. The 5VZ engine was equipped with oil cooler and new more
productive coolant fan to improve the situation with overheating on the off-road terrain. It was
produced until and then replaced by the 1GR-FE engine. The favorite way to increase the power
and torque of the 5VZ is to install a supercharger on it. There are many bolt-on kits on the
market available for this V6 engine like TRD supercharger kit which uses Eaton M62
supercharger. This upgrade requires replacing the stock fuel injectors by the fuel injectors from
the 2JZ-GE engine or any high-performance injectors for increased fuel consumption. The
output with stock bottom parts pistons, connecting rods, crankshaft, etc. The 5VZ is more
reliable than its predecessor. But there are still can be found problems with head gasket
occurred the engine overheating. The lifespan of 5VZ is a little bit longer, and it is about , miles
of mileage , km. With careful maintenance and the high-quality oil, it is possible to run more
miles without any troubles. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block
material. Cylinder head material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain
layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio.
Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile.
Skip to main content. Related: 5vzfe engine jdm 5vzfe engine supercharged 5vzfe supercharger
5vzfe timing belt kit 1uzfe engine 5vz-fe engine 5vzfe engine supercharger 5vzfe engine reman.
Include description. No Warranty 1 Items 1. Unspecified Length 6 Items 6. Not Specified 27
Items Toyota 47 Items Number of Cylinders. Not Specified 9 Items 9. Fuel Type. Gasoline 38
Items Brand Type. Genuine OEM 47 Items Remanufactured 1 Items 1. Used 45 Items For parts or
not working 1 Items 1. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts
Offers 6. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International
Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold
Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition Remanufactured Used For parts or
not working. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. See search results that
fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It
Now. Shipping not specified. Last one. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts
may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs.
Offering branded Japanese and Korean motor parts, clients can be assured with the
performance of every products they purchase. They can have a taste of the fast and sleek
performance drive at their own hand. Having huge sections of branded Japanese motor parts,
clients can have a wide selection of products that suits their purpose, budget and style. With
the biggest and best motor brands, clients can experience the fast scene in class. Known for
the quality and performance of the available brands, being left behind will be the least thing on
your mind. Copyright Brisbane Motor Imports. All Rights Reserved. All prices are in AUD.
Compare Now. Please wait Currency Displayed in. Wish Lists. View Cart 0. Toggle Top Menu.
Search Advanced Search Search Tips. Main Navigation. Accepted Payments. Related Products.
Add to Compare. See 3 more pictures. Minimum Purchase:. Maximum Purchase:. Add to Cart
Add to Wishlist. Buy in bulk and save. You Recently Viewed Delivering quality performance

Offering branded Japanese and Korean motor parts, clients can be assured with the
performance of every products they purchase. Fast and Class on the go With the biggest and
best motor brands, clients can experience the fast scene in class. What's News Your first blog
post! Welcome to your blog! A blog is a great place to share details on your â€¦. Follow us on.
Selected For Comparision Compare Now. The engine has new pistons; the compression ratio is
9. This way, the engine has got the displacement of 3. They are similar to those of 3VZ-FE but
they have some differences. This engine is provided with an oil cooler and its engine coolant
system fan has been improved. To this, its timing belt was renewed. The intake manifold with
long length runners also produces maximum torque at low-mid engine rpm. Firing order â€” All
this secures lots of torque at low-mid engine rpm that is perfect for the off roaders, pickup
trucks, and commercial carriers. If this is not enough for you, specifically for the 5VZ-FE, TRD
company has been releasing the supercharger kits, which increase the engine power up to HP
and the torque â€” up to Nm. The production of 5VZ has been stopped in Instead of it, 1GR-FE
engines are used. The main troubles of 5VZ-FE are the same as those of 3-liter 3VZ, though the
problems of overheating and the troubles with cylinder head gaskets occur much less often.
This engine has longer life expectancy, especially if you use the highest quality engine oil. You
can learn more about the possible problems HERE. The picture to assist you in finding engine
number location. This engine is designed for the off-road vehicles, so you do not need to buy
performance parts to build high rev naturally aspirated race engine, this would be a bad idea.
TRD supercharger kit of the second generation black is the best choice, as its lifespan is higher.
Its price is quite high, so it may be better to buy a used kit. However, this is not enough and you
may need some more performance upgrades. It is also desirable to buy Denso IK22 iridium
spark plugs and Walbro fuel pump. Install this kit to the stock internals and at the maximum
boost pressure of 7 psi 0. This way, you can achieve a huge raise of the torque at all range.
Instead of stock 2. This will increase the maximum boost up to 8. But this way, you need to use
gasoline with the higher octane number. Buy a cat-back performance exhaust system, and this
will add about 10 HP. If you want more than horsepower, then buy 2. However, your stock
internals might not withstand such performance upgrades. There is no point in porting or
5VZ-FE turbo constructing, as it is too expensive. It would be better to buy a more powerful car.
Mitsubishi 4G63T. Mitsubishi 4G Honda K20A K20C. Honda K24A K24Z. Toyota 1MZ. Honda
F23A. Toyota 4ZZ. Toyota 1AR. Search for:. Recent Posts Popular Posts. Toyota Motor
Manufacturing Alabama. DOHC 4 valves per cylinder. Engine lifespan, km miles -Official
information -Real. Discussion in ' Performance and Tuning ' started by Gamefreakgc , Dec 28,
Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a
guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Pics Help with Flowmaster
What paint is this on the charger pulley? Anyone have a weapon-r secret intake. Post Reply. Hi
all, I own a 4Runner haven't had much luck over on Most of my info on performance mods are
from Taco forums or posts we've borrowed from here and Custom Tacos. Thought I might ask
over here and get it straight from the source! I live in the oh so great state of California , so that
means I get a super strict visual inspection. Just had to do that a few months back so I have 2
years of unmolested performance happiness! Wanted to know what you all think of the most
cost effective performance upgrades and what you've tried. I'm open to all ideas. Last edited:
Dec 29, Gamefreakgc , Dec 28, Rockey , Dec 29, I do have colder plugs, but what would be an
upgraded fuel filter? I've replaced the stock one already. Gamefreakgc , Dec 29, Save up for
headers. Bxnanaz , Dec 30, Gamefreakgc , Dec 30, Last edited: Dec 30, Bxnanaz likes this. Or
maybe it was URD? One of them does I'm pretty sure. Gamefreakgc [OP] likes this. From what
I've read, headers are a real pain and probably gain very little. BlackSportD , Jan 4, I did
everything I could to get more power from the sc except headers and decided if I'm going to do
them I'd rather put one's on that have a turbo attached. They aren't that bad but definitely get
yourself a 12 pack because it's going to be a long day. I have the TRD headers on my 3. Sure its
tight in there, but with the three piece design of the cross over it is all very workable. Show
Ignored Content. MagnaFlow Exhaust Muffler. Genuine Toyota Exhaust Pipe Gasket. SmartParts
2. Flowmaster T Muffler Turndown - 3. Fits 3. Outlet Scavenger Mufflers - Pair, Gray. Borla
Exhaust Tip. Stove Gasket Cement 77E 2. Dynomax Ultra-Flo Welded Muffler - Flowmaster 2.
Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Due to heavy volume, our current lead time on rebuilt
engines is weeks. This is for all Engines that will ship, be picked up or installed. Engines will
ship by freight or local pickup. Any other method selected below will ship additional cart items
separately from your engine. Call for a quote to your address. Select an option Yes No. Our
Complete Toyota 3. Yota1 has quality Toyota Cores that we bring back to better than new
condition with precision machining. Using the best in Factory Toyota and aftermarket parts
available. We have found them to be much more reliable and that is all we use. Our engines

include Break-In Oil. We require this oil to be used during the first miles while your engine is
breaking in. Clearances are. If you are having trouble with the Oil Cooler question, please click
here for more information on identifying if you have an oil cooler or not. Once your core has
been received, a thorough inspection is completed according to our core return guidelines. A
refund check will then be issued based on approval. Please allow 30 days for your core refund
to be issued. Please see the Core Policy page to see what qualifies as a rebuildable engine core.
You can bring your core when you pick up your engine or make arrangements to have it
shipped to us. You are responsible for the shipping and or transportation cost of your core.
When we arrange shipping, the cost is deducted from your core refund. In some circumstances,
shipping your core may cost as much as your core charge. In that case, we still encourage you
to send some of the lighter weight items from your core to us. If you have any other questions
about the engine or core, please feel free to call us at or email info yota1. If you have any other
questions about the engine or core, please feel free to call us at or email. Does your engine
have an oil cooler? Competitive shipping rates to a commercial address with a forklift or loading
dock. Additional charges may apply if a lift gate is required There is an additional charge for a
residential delivery requiring a lift gate. Some additional charges may be avoided if there is a
fork lift or loading dock at the residential address This item is available for pick up. Please call
us to discuss a possible lead time. All OEM! Please see the options on this engine for prices.
Vehicle Parts Filter Select Year Select Make. Select Model. Your Cart. This cc 24 valve motor has
a cast iron block with aluminum dual overhead cam cylinder heads. Previous engines of this
series would be prone 2 overheating so Toyota implemented a cooler in the 5VZ models. Our
XP1 series has taken it a step further and we have implemented upgrades to help displaced the
engines thermodynamics and increase its longevity. This is not a rebuilt Toyota 3. Every 3.
Blocks are then thermal cleaned followed by steel micro blasting until they achieve a brilliant
appearance. Once a block is fully cleaned, we begin our precision boring and honing process.
Using a carbon two-stage power hone we can maximize the sealed area and ensure to precisely
meet the recommended RMA readings. Computerized micrometers are used to resize rods with
strict accordance to factory recommendations. Crankshaft's are precision cut and micro
polished to achieve a 12 RMA reading or better. We meticulously mill each Cylinder Head until
perfect alignment and sealing of the head gaske
chevy blazer picture
13 honda accord
2004 ford f250 front end parts diagram
t is achieved. Our Cylinder Heads are assembled using a new valve stem and seals that feature
the latest in high temperature technologies increasing heat resistance and longevity. These
polished Cylinder Heads are pressure tested using magnetic detection to eliminate the chance
of cracks or flaws unseen by the human eye. Before each head is mated their block using the
correct torque valve we vacuum test all seals for proper seating. Triple angled cutters are used
to machine the valve seats ensuring proper pressures and flow. All valves, valve springs and
valve guides must pass our stringent process of meeting and exceeding OEM specifications.
Heads are aligned for proper bore consistency. Every remanufactured long block has been
specifically engineered to help improve the inherent flaws and failure points that can be found
in many of today's engines. Toyota 5VZ-FE 3. Tax excluded Delivery: 1 to 3 weeks. Vehicle Year
Vehicle Year. Custom Toyota 3. Product Details. Condition New product.

